
A NOTE ON TWO SET-TRANSITIVE
PERMUTATION GROUPS

CHONG-YUN chao

In a generalization of permutation groups, Beaumont and Peterson

in [l] stated the following definitions: A permutation group G on ra

letters denoted by S2B= {1, 2, •••,»} is said to be s set-transitive

(1 ^s^ra — 1) if for every pair of subsets S and T of S2„, each contain-

ing s elements, there exists a permutation in G which carries S into

P. Also, G is said to be set-transitive if G is 5 set-transitive for all

s (l^s^ra— 1). They showed that the set-transitive permutation

groups on ra letters, other than the symmetric group Sn and the alter-

nating group An, are of degree 5, 6 and 9. All these groups are doubly

transitive except A3. They also showed that if G is 5 set-transitive for

at least one s> 1 then G is primitive. It seems natural to ask whether

there are 5 set-transitive permutation groups which are not doubly

transitive for some 5 (1 <s <ra— 1) besides A% and the 2 set-transitive

group on fi7 generated by (1234567) and (235) (476) and its conju-

gates in Si (see p. 36 in [l]). It is known that, on p. 94 in [2], a

primitive group of degree n = 2p ip prime) is doubly transitive if ra

is not of the form o2 + l. Also, it is not known if p^5 there are prim-

itive groups of degree 2p which are not doubly transitive. Hence, the

answer to our question depends on ra. The purpose of this note is, by

using elementary concept of graphs and number theory, to present a

constructive proof to the following

Theorem. PeZ p be a prime such that p = 3 mod 4. Then there exists

an 2 set-transitive permutation group on S2P which is not doubly transi-

tive.

The graphs which we consider here are finite, directed and loopless,

i.e., by a graph X we mean a finite set F(X), called the vertices of X,

together with a set P(A"), called the edges of X, consisting of ordered

pairs [a, b] of distinct elements a, bEViX). We also assume that

there is at most one directed edge between two ordered vertices. The

graph with all possible edges is called a complete graph, and the graph

with no edges is said to be a null graph. An automorphism a of X is

an one-to-one map of ViX) onto F(X) such that [ao-, ba]EEiX) if

and only if [a, b] EEiX). The set of automorphisms of X constitutes

a group, denoted by G(X), where the multiplication is the multiplica-

tion of permutations. Let H be an abstract finite group and K be a
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subset of H. The Cayley graph of H with respect to K (K does not

contain the identity of H) is Xh,k with V(XHiK)=H and E(Xh,k)

= { [h, hk]; hEH, kEK}. If K is the empty set 0, then E(Xh,k) is
meant to be 0, i.e., Xh.k is a null graph. Clearly, we have

Lemma 1. The left regular representations of H is contained in

G(Xh,k) for any subset K in H.

Lemma 2. Let X be a graph of n^3 vertices. Then G(X) is doubly

transitive if and only if X is either the null graph or the complete graph.

Proof. Both the null graph and the complete graph have the sym-

metric group, Sn, as their group of automorphisms. Conversely, if X

is not the null graph, then there is an edge [a, b]EE(X). By double

transitivity of G(X), all edges belong to E(X), i.e., X is a complete

graph.

Now the proof of the theorem goes as follows: Let H= {e = xp, x1,

x2, ■ • • , xp_1} be the cyclic group of order p generated by x. We

know that the group of automorphisms of H, denoted by A(H), is a

cyclic group of order p — l on p letters leaving e fixed. Let t be a

generator of A(H) and let <r=T2, then a is of order (p — l)/2. Let

K= {xa, xa2, ■ • ■ , xcr(p_1),2 = x}. We claim that none of the elements

in K has an inverse in K. Say, xt = x', l<t^p — l, then x<xi = xt l

= x<-ti^,l^i^(p-l)/2.Sinceaisoiorder(p-l)/2,(ti)2^(t02modp,

i9*j, l-^i, j^(p-l)/2. Hence, these (*<)», *=1, 2, • • • , (p-l)/2,

are incongruent quadratic residues of p. Since p = 3 mod 4, —1 is not

a quadratic residue. Since the product of a quadraric residue and a

quadratic nonresidue is a quadratic nonresidue, —(t2)\ i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,

(p—l)/2, are quadratic nonresidues. Hence, none of x_((,) , t=l, 2,

• • ■ , (p-l)/2, is in K.
We form the Cayley graph, Xh,k, of H with respect to K. Clearly,

a is an automorphism of Xh.k- Since H is abelian, by Lemma 1 the

right regular representations (say, generated by Rx) are also autmor-

phisms of Xh,k- Hence, the group, ((Rx, a)), generated by Rx and a

is QG(Xh.k)- By Lemma 2, ((Rz, a)) is not doubly transitive since

Xh.k is neither null nor complete.

We claim that ((Rx, a)) is an 2 set-transitive permutation group.

For every pair i,j=l, 2, • • • , p and i9*j, either [x\ xj]EE(Xh,k) or

[*', xi]EE(XH,K). H [x\ x']=[x\ xix'-i]EE(XH,K), i.e., xarEK

where xi~t=xaT, then x(o')-lEK, i.e., [xj, x>(x(o~T)-1)]=[xj, x'x1'']

= [x>, x<]EE(Xh,k)- Any two edges in Xh,k are in the form

[x\ x'(xo-0] and [xj, xj(xau)]. We denote them by Ei and F2 respec-

tively. If t = u, then EiR}x'1=E2. If t9*u then <t"-' followed by Fi, for
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some r, sends Pi onto P2. Hence, HRZ, a)) is an 2 set-transitive per-

mutation group and is not doubly transitive.

Corollary. Let pbea prime such that p = 3 mod 4. Then there exists

an p — 2 set-transitive permutation group on £lp which is not doubly

transitive.

It follows from our theorem and Theorem 3 in [l].

Added in proof iJune 6, 1966). After the present note was sub-

mitted, Professor R. A. Beaumont informed me that the theorem in

this note was also obtained by D. Livingstone and A. Wagner in

Transitivity of finite permutation groups on unordered sets, Math. Z.

90 (1965), 393-403. However, the methods are different.
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